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SRIXON Z Series

Part names and features

How to remove and install QTS sleeve (torque wrench operation)

Part names and features
Part names and features
Weight port (back)

Z765 Driver
Z565 Driver

Part names and features
Accessories

Accessories

Tuning weight
Able to adjust swing weight and
Tuning
preciselyweight
set depth of center of
(CG)swing
by adjusting
Ablegravity
to adjust
weight weights.
and
precisely set depth of center of
gravity (CG) by adjusting weights.

QTS sleeve

Change position to set desired
QTS
facesleeve
angle, lie angle, and loft angle.
Custom torque wrench
Tuning weight
Change position to set desired
Able to adjust swing weight and
face angle, lie angle, and loft angle.
precisely set depth of center of
gravity (CG) by adjusting weights.

Weight port (back)

Z765 Driver
Z565 Driver
Z765 Driver
01
Z565
Driver
Accessories

face angle, lie angle, and loft angle.

Weight port (back)

QTS sleeve
Change position to set desired
face angle, lie angle, and loft angle.
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01

Z765 Driver
( )
Z565Weight
Driverport toe

Accessories
Z765 Limited Model

Weight port (heel)

Tuning weight
Able to adjust swing weight and

Tuning
preciselyweight
set depth of center of

(CG)swing
by adjusting
Ablegravity
to adjust
weight weights
and
on toe set
anddepth
heel. of center of
precisely

*This gravity
product(CG)
is only
by available
adjustinginweights
wrench
DriverCustom torque
selected
areas
due to limited quantities.
on toe
and(countries)
heel.

Use only the torque wrenchTuning weight
and tuning weights provided.
Able to adjust swing weight and
precisely set depth of center of
Use of damaged or
gravity (CG) by adjusting weights
improperly installed
on toe and heel.
(
)
(
)
Weight
port toe weights
Weight
portresult
heel
tuning
may
in injury or product
damage.
Weight port (toe)
Weight port (heel)

01
Z765 Limited Model Driver

*This product is only available in
selected areas (countries) due to limited quantities.

*This product is only available in

Custom torque wrench
Custom torque wrench
Weight port (back)

Z765 Driver
Z565 Driver

Accessories

Weight port (back)

Custom torque wrench

Z765 Limited
Model
selected areas (countries) due to limited quantities.
Use only
theDriver
torque wrench
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and tuning weights provided.
Use only the torque wrench
Use of damaged
or (heel)
Weight port
weights
provided.
improperly installed
Use of damaged or
tuning weights may result
*This product is only available in
installed
Z765 improperly
Limited
Model
Driver
selected areas (countries) due to limited quantities.
in injury
or product
damage.
tuning weights may result
Use
onlyor
the
torquedamage.
wrench
in injury
product
and tuning weights provided.
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How to remove and install QTS sleeve (torque wrench operation)

1

Hold the club upright with
the grip resting on the ground.
Use this position when loosening
and tightening.

2

Supporting the head in your hand,
gently insert the torque wrench
into the screw hole.

3 Loosen
With the torque wrench

Tighten
4 With
the torque wrench

aligned with the shaft,
turn it counterclockwise.

aligned with the shaft,
turn it clockwise until
you hear a 'click'.

Click

Shaft and torque
wrench should
form a straight line

Improperly aligned
torque wrench

Do not use any tool other than the supplied torque wrench.
Also do not use the supplied torque wrench on any other products.
Damaged QTS sleeve and/or improperly installed
QTS sleeve may result in injury or product damage.
* Not compatible with SRIXON Z-STAR series torque wrenches.

* Be careful not to loosen the screw too much,
as you may drop the screw and lose the washer.

Always tighten until you hear a 'click'.

Failure to tighten until you hear a 'click' may result in separation
of the club head or product damage.

Position the torque wrench so that it is correctly aligned with the shaft.
Failure to insert the tip of the torque wrench firmly
into the screw hole may result in damage to the screw.
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How to remove and install QTS sleeve (sleeve installation)

5 Insert the shaft into the head
Align the position line with
the mark and press straight in.
* Illustration shows neutral position

6 QTS setting examples
For -1LOFT(LOFT-1°)

For +1LOFT(LOFT+1°)

Align the mark on the head with
“-1LOFT” on the QTS sleeve and press
straight in.

Align the mark on the head with
“+1LOFT” on the QTS sleeve and press
straight in.

The shaft may not insert fully if the position line
and sleeve mark are not correctly aligned.
Press the shaft all the way in until the
QTS sleeve is completely covered.
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QTS sleeve position overview
Initial

Position
Loft

STD LOFT
Standard loft
±0°

-1LOFT
−0.5°

−1.0°

Face positioning

Straight face

±0°

−1.0°

−1.0°

−0.5°

Open face

−1.0°

−1.5°

−2.0°

+1LOFT
+0.5°

+1.0°

Straight face

−1.5°

−1.0°

Moderate upright

Standard

STD UR
Standard Upright
±0°

±0°

+1.0°

+1.0°

+0.5°

+1.5°

+1.0°

+0.5°

±0°

Closed face

+1.0°

+1.5°

Upright

+2.0°
Moderate upright

Lie angle
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±0°

±0°

+0.5°

+1.0°

+1.5°

+2.0°

+2.0°

+2.0°

+1.5°

+1.0°
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QTS sleeve performance guide
“If ball flight is too low
( ball tends to drop )”

“If ball flight is too high
( ball tends to rise)”

High launch angle for longer carry distance.

Stronger flight and more roll(especially into the wind).

+1 LOFT
( Loft +1˚ )

-1 LOFT

Example of
sleeve position
on Pg.8.

( Loft -1˚ )

Example of
sleeve position
on Pg. 7.

*Image

Trajectory at initial settingg
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TTrajectory after tuningg

*Image

Trajectory at initial settingg

TTrajectory after tuningg
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How to change tuning weights

1

Hold the clubhead securely in one hand
and the custom torque wrench in the other.
Insert the custom torque wrench
straight into the hole in the center of
the tuning weight and rotate it
counterclockwise to unlock.

Do not use any tool other than the supplied torque wrench.
Also do not use the supplied torque wrench on any other products.
Improper installation of the tuning weight may result in injury or product damage.

2

Pull the torque wrench directly
up to remove the weight.
* If the weight is difficult to remove
lightly jiggle and pull the tuning weight
at the same time with torque wrench
still inserted.

3

Place the desired tuning weight on
the tip of the custom torque wrench,
insert it into the weight port,
and rotate it clockwise to lock.

Always tighten until you hear a 'click'.
Failure to tighten until you hear a 'click' may result in separation
of the club head or product damage.

Ensure that the tip of the custom torque wrench is fully inserted
into the hole of the tuning weight.
Hold both the custom torque wrench and the clubhead securely while exchanging the weights.
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Tuning weight performance guide
Z765 Driver
Z565 Driver

Able to adjust to optimal swing weight
by changing weights.
Weight port (back)

Light
Extra weight cartridges

5g (titanium)

7g (stainless)

-3

13g (tungsten-nickel)

7g

9g

11g

13g

15g

-2

Points

-1

Points

0

+1

Points

+2

Points

+3

Points

15g (tungsten-nickel)

* The shape of this model’s tuning weight differs from 2010, 2012, 2014 models.
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5g

9g (stainless)

Points
11g (tungsten-nickel)

Heavy

Made in China

3g
3g (aluminum)

Swing weight

*9g weight is installed at purchase.
Changing weights by ±2g will change the swing weight by ±1 points.
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Important
Tuning
weight performance
To ensure a safeguide
and satisfying golfing experience, please be sure to follow these Important Precautions.
and exercise appropriate care.
The manufacturer assumes no liability for injury or product damage due to failure to comply with the instructions herein.
Precautions Be sure to read the Important Precautions*Thiscarefully
product is only available in
Z765 Limited Model Driver
selected areas (countries) due to
limited quantities.

Rules of Golf
Youport
may
(toe)not
Weight

change the QTS sleeve position
or exchange weights during a round.

5g (titanium)

7g (stainless)

11g (tungsten-nickel)

13g (tungsten-nickel)

15g (tungsten-nickel)

9g (stainless)

* The shape of this model’s tuning weight differs from 2010, 2012, 2014 models.
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“If ball flight goes
right or slice”

Carefully inspect the QTS sleeve and tuning weight prior to each round
of golf or practice session to confirm that they are properly secured.

SRIXON Z Series clubs conform with R&A-approved Rules of Golf.
WeightHowever,
port (heel)
it is against the rules to modify club performance during a round by changing
*3gthe
weight
on sleeve
toe side and
9g weight
heel side areweights
installed attopurchase
QTS
position
or on
exchanging
change the CG position,
as this breaches the Rules of Golf regulation 4-2a,
Extra
weight cartridges Made in China
which states: “During a stipulated round, the playing characteristics of
a club must not be purposely changed by adjustment or by any other means.”

3g (aluminum)

“If ball flight goes

Before
left orusing
hook”

tuning weight
is locked
securely
position.
A heavierCheck
weighttoonsee
thethat
toe the
moves
A heavier
weight
on the in
heel
moves
Tightenthe
until
the CG towards
toe.you hear a 'click'. the CG towards the heel.
If the tuning
not secured firmly in the weight
porta heavy
whenweight
Installingweight
a heavy is
weight
Installing
on toe
side
andduring
light weight
on heel
sideisand light weight
Heavyswinging
Light session,
the
club
a game or practice
there
on the heel side creates a
on the toe side creates a
a possibility
that the weight could fly off, injuring either
you or CG.
a bystander.
longer CG.
shallower

1

Heavy

Light

2

Check to see that the QTS sleeve is properly secured.
*Image

Tighten until you hear a 'click'.
If you fail to properly secure the
sleeve, there is a possibility that
the head may come off in mid
swing, injuring either you or a
bystander.

Trajectory at initial settingg

TTrajectory after tuningg

Trajectory at initial settingg

*Image

TTrajectory after tuningg

*Hook/Slice trajectory performance will be reverse for Left Handed model
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Important
To ensure a safe and satisfying golfing experience, please be sure to follow these Important Precautions.
Precautions Be sure to read the Important Precautions carefully and exercise appropriate care. The manufacturer assumes no liability for injury or product damage due to failure to comply with the instructions herein.
Rules
of Golf
Care and
storage

Before using

You may not change the QTS sleeve position
Only remove the QTS sleeve or tuning weights when making adjustments.
or exchange
weights during a round.

Carefully inspect the QTS sleeve and tuning weight prior to each round
QTS sleeve or weight ports become soiled with water, dirt,
of golf Iforthe
practice
session to confirm that they are properly secured.

1

All parts should remain properly installed at all other times,

SRIXONincluding
Z Series clubs
Rulesthat
of Golf.
However,
whenconform
the clubwith
is inR&A-approved
storage, to ensure
no foreign
objects
it is against the rules to modify club performance during a round by changing
or debris become lodged in the sleeve connection or screw holes.
the QTS sleeve position or exchanging weights to change the CG position,
as this breaches the Rules of Golf regulation 4-2a,
When removing the QTS sleeve or tuning weights, be sure that you do
which states: “During a stipulated round, the playing characteristics of
so in a clean location to ensure that no foreign objects or debris
a club must not be purposely changed by adjustment or by any other means.”

2

become lodged inside.
Installing the tuning weight while there are foreign objects or debris
in the weight port may damage either the weight or the port, and also
may prevent proper installation or removal of the tuning weight.
It may even cause internal damage to the club head, adversely
affecting club performance.

3

1

or other debris, wipe them clean with a cotton swab or a soft,
Check
to see
the tuning weight is locked securely in position.
clean and
drythat
cloth.
Tighten until you hear a 'click'.

4

IfDo
thenot
tuning
is not
secured
in the weight
port when
heatweight
the QTS
sleeve
as it firmly
may damage
the product.
swinging the club during a game or practice session, there is
a possibility that the weight could fly off, injuring either you or a bystander.

5

Avoid adjusting the QTS sleeve when the temperature is below
-5˚C ortoabove
45˚C,the
asQTS
it may
damage
the QTSsecured.
sleeve.
Check
see that
sleeve
is properly

2

6

Tighten until you hear a 'click'.
If you fail to properly secure the
Please be aware that attempts to remove the QTS sleeve from
sleeve, there is a possibility that
the shaft or intentionally disassembling it may not comply with
the head may come off in mid
the manufacturer’s
warranty.
swing,
injuring either you
or a
* For information on manufacturer's warranty regulations, please refer
bystander.

to the owner's manual and warranty included with your golf club.
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SRIXON U.S.A.

SRIXON SPORTS ASIA SDN. BHD.

5601 Skylab Rd., Huntington Beach, CA 92647, U.S.A.
Tel:+1-714-889-1300 Fax:+1-714-889-5890

1 Jalan U1/32, Hicom Glenmarie Industrial Park,
40150 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
Tel:+60-3-5569-3438 Fax:+60-3-5569-3436

SRIXON CANADA
#104-19099 25th Ave. Surrey. BC, V3S 3V2, Canada
Tel:+1-604-542-0911 Fax:+1-604-542-0955

SRIXON SPORTS EUROPE, LTD.
3, Newman Lane Industrial Estate, Alton, Hampshire,
GU34 2QR, UK.
Tel:+44-1420-541709 Fax:+44-1420-87899

SRIXON SPORTS (THAILAND) CO.,LTD.
317 Kamol Sukosoi BLD., FL#10, Silmo, RD., Silmo,
Bangrak, Bangkok, 10500 Thailand
Tel:+66-2-631-1441 Fax:+66-2-631-1443

CHANGSHU SRIXON SPORTS Co., LTD.
NO.9, Yangzijiang Road, ChangShu Economic Development Zone,
Jiangsu, China.
Tel:+86-512-5269-2000 Fax:+86-512-5269-2600

SRIXON SPORTS AUSTRALASIA, PTY. LTD.

SRIXON SPORTS HONG KONG Co., LTD.

2/707 Forest Road, Peakhurst NSW 2210, Australia
Tel:+61-2-9584-8111 Fax:+61-2-9584-8339

Unit 06, 11/F., SOLO Bldg., 41-43 Carnarvon Road,
Tsimshatsui, KLN, HK.
Tel:+852-2316-2286 Fax:+852-2316-2213

SRIXON SPORTS SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD.

DUNLOP SPORTS KOREA CO.,LTD.

Unit6 Pentagon Park, Capital Hill Commercial Estate Le Roux
Road. Midrand, Johonnesburg South Africa
Tel:+27-11-805-6339 Fax:+27-11-805-0464

4th Fl, 76, Sapyeong-daero, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, 06575, Korea
Tel:+82-2-3462-3957 Fax:+82-2-3462-5333

SRIXON.com

